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1. Tntroduction 
A finite nonseparable topological graph in E* is said to be a triangular 
map if all its finite faces are triangular. If no tw;> edges of the graph have 
the same pair of ends, the graph and its embedding is said to be a triau- 
gulation. The maps considered here are rooted by distinguishing an ex- 
ternal vertex and an incident external edge. A polygon in such a graph 
G of such a map is Hamiltoniati if it includes all the vertices of G. 
In [ 11, the average number of Hamiltonian polygons in a member of 
the class of nonisomorphic rooted triangu’ar maps with y2 internal and k 
external edges is treated. An analogous result for triangulations is dealt 
with here. For a more complete treatment of the definitions involved in 
the introduction, the reader is referred to [ 1, Section 11. 
2. The enumeration of Hamiltonian rooted maps 
A triangulation or triangular map is Hamiltonian rooted if one of its 
Hamiltonian polygons is distinguisized as root polygon. Let f,z k denote 
the number 4 Hamiltonian rooted triangulations with k external and N 
internal vertices. In future, we refer to *naps with n internal and k exter- 
nal vertices as maps of type (n, k). 
We define the generating function F(x, y) by the formal power series, 
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where ‘;I is the number of Hamiltonian triangular maps of type (rz, 2) in 
which the root polygon contains the root edge. This generating func- 
n will be useful in defining F(x, y) in an implicit form. Using the mbs- 
tation and results of [ i 1, it is evident hat 
Let us refer to any proper maximal submap of type (n, 2) of a trian- 
alar mp as a fir& map, A link map of a Hamiltonian map mud con- 
in a Hamiltonian arc connecting its two external vertices. Looking at 
such a map in its own ri&t, we msy root it by distinguishing one of its 
externa’r vertices and edges in accordance with some ccznvention, then 
convert it to a Hamiltonian rooted map of type (E, 2) whose root poly- 
gon passes through its root edge lay adjoining the root edg2 to the Ha- 
miltonian arc previously mentioned. If we replace all such maps in a 
amihonian rooted triangular map of type (n, k), k 2 3, by single edges, 
we obtain a Hamiltonian rooted triangulation. Conversely, every Ham& 
tonian rooted map may be obtained in a unique fashion by reversing 
the procedure. Thus we obtain the functional equation 
here p,;: e number: of Hamiltonian rooted tsiangular maps of 
). it is :ihown j!i [ 1 
3. Determination uf fn, k 
w ‘cx, y) = 5 $ pn,k xrl yk ,, 
n=O k=3 
we have F(x, .v) defined implicity by trle relation 
(7) F(ac (1 + R(x)), y (1 + R(x))) = P(x, y) . 
3. Determination of fn k I 
In this section, we develop a method to determine fn k. Some explicit 
expressions for f Q,k , fi,&, f2,$, f3$ are gkn in closed form. A table for 
f qk, where ri = 0, 1, . . . . 10 and k = 3,4.. . . . . 10 is given at the end of this 
section. 
Comparing the coefficients of yk on both sides of (4), we have 
(0 5 fn,k [ 1 -I R(x)] n+k xn = fJ pn p xr’ # * for k = 3,4, . . . . 
n=O n=O 
Now expanding [1 + R(x)] n+k with the help of [2, p. X89], we get 
where n(s) denotes a partition of s such that 
Wj s -ml +2m2 +...-I-.sm,, 
(131 m = q +m2 + . . . -km, . 
In particular, ( i O)., (1 1) and (3 j give 
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from (8) (9), we have 
on using the 
(18) 
give 
u 
jj fJ a,, z?+~ = C >c a v,u-v x” , 
s=o t=O u=o v-o 
(19) c 5fs.k Ak+s,n-s xn = 5 P&k IYn l 
n=O s=o n=O 
Now comparing the coefficients of xn on both sides of (19), we get 
(20) 5fskA P’ k+s,n-s = Pn,,k- for ;y1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . . k = 3,4, 5, . . . . 
S=O 
Thus (20) and (14) give the recurrence relation 
c21) fr,k =P,k - for y1 = 0, 1, . . . . k = 3, 4, . . . . 
s=o 
from which fKk can be computed. In particular, for k 2 3, we have 
(22) 
(23) 
fO,k =p0.k 7 
~‘1 k =I 3(;k -- 4)! [(k -- l)! (k - 3)!] -! , ‘) 
(24) f2 k = (2k - 5)! k (9k3 +$k” -73k+48)[(k-3)!(k+1)!]-1, . 
(2.5) f3,k 
(2k-.5)!k(9k5 +78k4 +35k” -514k2 +184k+64) := ---- _.._____pI___ __ _ --_- 
(k - 3)! (k + 2)! 
. 
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Table 1 
Table for fn,k 
n/k 3 4 5 6 
0 1 2 5 14 
1 3 12 45 168 
2 13 92 420 Z 842 
3 136 800 4 130 20 162 
4 1 170 7 554 42 480 224 094 
5 IO 962 75 664 453 350 2537028 
6 109 158 792 448 4 986 860 29 240 272 
7 1138032 8595 120 56 25 1230 342 560 100 
8 12 298 392 95895816 648 055 650 4 072 483 020 
9 136803060 1095 130 728 7 601584 050 49052334416 
10 1558 392 462 12 753454 896 90 556 803 600 597 755 288412 
n/k 7 8 9 10 
0 42 132 429 1430 
1 630 2 376 9 009 34 320 
2 7 917 33 616 141570 592 670 
3 95 291 440 704 2 006 160 9 021480 
4 1 136 814 5611928 27 141894 129 165 780 
5 13 599 558 70 698 288 359017416 1789 282 240 
6 163 840 054 888 408 880 4 696 696 128 24 326 337 360 
7 1990 716 840 11 180 105 472 61 139 093 058 327 180541430 
8 29 401207 634 141 174 366 980 794 650 594 644 4 373 689 635 450 
9 301661894 338 1790 391703 376 10 332 834 468 &76 58 278 818 138900 
10 3759571 101 132 22813562640960 134570304069696 775 488 821992 980 
(26) ~(x,_v~=y3 [1+3x+ 18x2 +...I I 
+y4 [2 + 12x +92x2 + . ..I 
+ y5 [5 +45x +420x2 + . ..] f . . . 
From (22)-(25) we conjecture that 
(23) F,(k) = [(k -- 3)! (k +s - l)! [(2k - S)!] -I ] “QJ 
is a polynomial of degree 2s. It is not difficult to prove that F,(k) is a 
polynomial of degree less than cr equal to 2s. 
The coefficients fn, k as calculated from the results of this paper are 
1istedinTable 1 forO<n< 10,31k< 10. 
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